
INSTRUCTIONS Slim Line Wall Banner

Includes:
Poles
2 Elbow Joints
2 90-Degree Bends

1
Using the numbers on 
the frame, connect the 
exterior tubes. 

Then lay the frame down 
and insert the center rods.

Starting from the top 
corner, pull the tension 
fabric print over the 
frame.
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Adjust the fabric and 
frame as needed to 
ensure the graphics are 
straight and secure.

2 Feet
Graphic 
Carrying Bag

4



INSTRUCTIONS Slim Line Steel Base

Includes:
Poles
Steel Base
Graphic
Allen Wrench

1
Using the numbers on the 
frame, connect the tubes.

Using allen wrench, 
secure frame to steel 
base by tightening the 
aluminum studs.

Starting from the top 
corner, pull the tension 
fabric print over the 
frame.

2 3

4
Adjust the fabric and 
frame as needed to 
ensure the graphics are 
straight and secure.



INSTRUCTIONS Raisable Table Stand

Includes:
Top and Bottom Base
Carrying Case
Poles
Graphic

1
With numbers matching, 
insert poles together to 
form three poles.

Insert the three poles into 
the base, then attach the 
top part.

Press cord into depression 
around outer edge. 
Continue around until 
all cord is inside the 
depression.

2 3

4
Pull graphic up to press cord 
into the other depression 
on the other side. Continue 
around until all cord is 
inside the depression.



INSTRUCTIONS Mini X-Banner

1
Stand the frame upright 
by extending the feet 
outward.

Using your graphic with 
button holes, attach each 
of the four corners to the 
hooks on the X-Banner 
frame.

Ensure that the X-Banner 
frame is fully extended 
and taut in order to 
properly display your 
graphic.

2

Includes:
Banner with Button Holes
X-Banner Frame
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INSTRUCTIONS
Literature Display Rack 

Z Shape

Designed to support A4 printed materials on 
the five trays as well as allow users to adjust the 
height to 3 appropriate positions for advertising 
versatility. 

Includes:
Literature Rack
Carry Bag

1
Take product out of 
the bag and sit with 
adjustable slide on the 
bottom. 

Take top platform on 
the non-hinged end and 
extend up. 

Secure rack using the 
adjustable height slider. 
Three height options 
available.

2 3
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